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on the cover April is wearing: 
MEHAR  DRESS  A Festive design that has the power to transform the way 
we see the world. Inspired by the beautiful saris and vibrant color of  north 
India and presented in a slimmed down form with a stunning silhouette. 
Cotton. XXS–XXL $168

This is always a favorite time of year for us. With head quar-

ters both In Vermont and Montreal, we experience the color-

ful richness of a northeastern Autumn. As nature’s palettes 

develop with ochres and oranges, olives and burnt reds, it is 

a sure signal that it is time to get cozy; to decorate your nest, 

to plan special meals, to make indeed hearth and spirit happy 

for the months ahead. This month, along with our unabash-

edly feminine and joyful apparel collection, we are featuring 

our needle felting kits. Needle felting is a craft I love. It is 

simply like painting with wool. It’s a highly approachable, bor-

dering on addictive, super fun craft. It is perfect for evenings. 

It’s creative, it’s cozy! Give it a try and let me know what you 

make! Oh- do check out our ‘First Christmas’ and ‘Bohemian’ 

holiday kits- specially curated sets for first time linen buyers! 

These are wonderful gifts to pass on your love of textiles to a 

friend or for the next generation.

Lots of love, 
April

let’s get cozy

A. HARVEST COUSIN DRESS  A sweet shape that actually looks even 
better on than it does on the hanger. Embroidered hem, stuffed puff buttons 
and gentle gathers for a twirl ready silhouette. Cotton. XXS–XXL $128  W1-W2 
$138  

B. GORGEOUS GARDEN LINEN TABLECLOTH My eyes are 
telling me that I want to gobble up this delectable design (so yummy for an 
Autumn gathering!). Chocolate and oranges present an enticingly exotic color 
combination, that within the Gorgeous Garden is framed by an artful crochet 
trim and delicately plated on a ground of luxurious linen. 54” X 54”  $98  60” X 
90”  $149

C. NASTURTIUM SHIFT DRESS I adore the light hand of this supple 
corduroy and how it evokes a slightly antiqued, parchment like effect in the 
lovely Nasturtium pattern. Cotton/Rayon.  Shown with Rachelle Lace T-Shirt 
(online) and Tapestry Legging. , p.41.  XXS–XXL  $98

new gorgeous linen’s gift sets, 
hand picked by April! FIND MORE KITS ON P. 46

fall harvest favorites

C R E AT I N G  B E A U T Y  S I N C E  1 9 7 5
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https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/bundles/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. LAUREL TEA DRESS A remarkable combination 
of sophisticated color tones and silky texture. Darling length 
complemented by a lightly shaped bodice, paneled skirt, and self 
fabric ties. Rayon. XXS–XXL  $118

B. SNUGGLE SHRUG Made in a feather soft acrylic 
blend, this airy feminine form is the perfect seasonal accent 
piece.  Rayon. One size.  $54

C. LAUREL DRESS One of my favorite dresses! 
This flattering shape is styled with princess seams and an 
asymmetrical hem with an elongating effect. Rayon. XXS–XXL  
$138 W1-W2 $148

D. WOODLAND DRESS  Surprisingly simple; undeniably 
beautiful. The heir to April’s tradition of wonderful material, 
marvelous color, and exquisite craftsmanship. Hand-tucked 
bodice and side panels. Cotton. XXS-XXL $128

E. OLIVE GIRLS DRESS   The green check Olive Girls 
dress will have your little one leaping over leaf piles in unmatched 
style! Sublime cotton construction embellished with special 
touches like hand stitched ruching, crochet trims and darling 
embroideries. Cotton. B - $48  K  $58  G   $68

A W

 “autumn is a second spring 
where every leaf is a flower.”

Albert Camus

an inspirational, artful palette
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olive girls dress  detail

https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Laurel-Tea-Dress-DRA5239G-EcruGreen/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
https://www.aprilcornell.ca/product/Woodland-Dress-DRA5382G-Green/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. NASTURTIUM PINAFORE DRESS  Darling pinafore 
design envisioned with cranberry accents and fabric ties, as well as 
practical side seam pockets (we have keys and money too!). Cotton/
Rayon.  Shown with Lacey T-Shirt in Ecru, p. 57.  XXS–XXL  $98

B. NATALIE WOOL FELT HAT The perfect accessory to your 
new fall wardrobe in a color that works with everything. Featuring a 
luxurious velvet accent band. You won’t want to leave the house without 
it. OS $44

C. YESTERDAY BLOUSE  Timeless style elements include a split 
mandarin neckline embellished with lace insets and darkened agoya shell 
buttons. Gorgeous. Rayon. XXS–XXL $88

D. CAMILLA GIRL DRESS All I can say is A.D.O.R.A.B.L.E. 
Lace-through ribbon skirt, crochet trim neckline and hem, bow-ready 
party sash at the back. Shown with Cloud Petticoat (online). Rayon. B  $68  
K $78  G $88

E. FRENCH SISTER DRESS   An alluring style with petite 
pleats on the shaped bodice, side seam pockets, and a crossover neckline 
highlighted by inset trims. Pairs perfectly with this season’s fun leggings. 
Cotton. Shown with Simonetta Shoe, p. 22. XXS–XXL $158 W1–W2  $168

F. CAMILLA TEA DRESS Classic retro. Delicate hand crochet 
embellishments as well as inverted pleats on the body for a flattering 
silhouette. Rayon. XXS–XXL $108

NATALIE WOOL FELT HAT

sumptuous seasonal tonesA C

D
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B

W

camilla tea dress  
detail

https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Nasturtium-Pinafore-Dress-DRA5238G-Chocolate/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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Simonetta Shoe 
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E

A. LOUISA DRESS  This gorgeous dress in our 
signature cotton fabric and features an original pattern from 
the artist’s hand. Vivre la romance! Cotton. XXS-XXL $138

B. LOUISA TUNIC   Joyful color, and the best artisanal 
cottons money can buy- we hope you enjoy the results as 
much as we love making these beautifil flowing tunics.
Cotton. Shown with Tapestry Legging  in black multi, p. 41. 
XS–XXL  $70

C. VICTORIANA JACKET  Entice your sense of 
romance with tantalizing designs. A reflection of Victorian 
custom couture and layered dressing. This exquisite piece 
is shaped in the body and embellished with luxurious lace 
trims.  Cotton/Rayon. Shown with Vagabond Jeans - online. 
XS–XXL  $138

D. SIMONETTA SHOE French inspired, suede boot 
featuring feminine floral print, tonal suede rosettes, and 
pinked edges. Heel height (approximately): 2 3/4” stacked. 
Shaft Height (approximately): 6 1/2” Shown with Tapestry 
Legging in berry, p. 41.  Sizes 37-41 $149.99

D. MOROCCO TUNIC Extra long with pleats that go 
all the way to the hem and delicate hand crochet at the neck. 
Cotton. XXS–XXL  $88

A

8          aprilcornell.com  |  888-332-7745

romantic & timeless

https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Louisa-Dress-DRA5400G-Rust/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Victoriana-Jacket-JKA5028G-Red/jackets-outerwear/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. AVONLEA DRESS  Scrumptiously tart 
cranberry mingling with old golds and winter cream- 
the perfect autumn recipe for a style called the 
Avonlea. Rayon. Shown with Ming Throw, see online. 
XXS–XXL  $118 W1–W2 $128

B. HAIRPIN EARRINGS Created from exotic 
Vermont Applewood to Tropical Purple Heart. The 
wood is treated with Danish Oil to preserve and protect 
its natural color and texture. Red Heart and Golden 
Copper. 0.5” x 1.25” $44

C. TULIP PLEATED DRESS   Twenty eight 
pleats, a trademark floral design (all of April’s patterns 
are copyrighted originals) and the lovely drape and 
feel of our throwback rayon. A shining standout from 
this collection. Shown with Vagabond Jean. Rayon. 
XXS–XXL $108 

D. DISCOVERIES NECKLACE A stunning 
statement piece with a deco feel and spectacular 
details. It’s sure to add the perfect finishing touch. 29.5” 
drop with 5.5” extension . $119

E. TULIP GIRLS DRESS Sweet autumn 
browns with hues of cinnamon and rust. The 
Tulip Girls dress would make a darling choice for 
Thanksgiving and so many other days this time of year.  
B $38 K $48 G $58

our 

B E S T 
SELLING 

dresses of 
the season!

wear it your way!

discoveries 
necklace

complete your look!

hairpin earrings
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https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Avonlea-Dress-DRAA5084G-Cranberry/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Tulip-Pleated-Dress-DRA5264G-Brown/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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E

A. NOUVEAU DRESS  Surprisingly simple; 
undeniably beautiful. The heir to April’s tradition of 
wonderful material, marvelous color, and exquisite 
craftsmanship. Hand-tucked bodice and side panels. Also 
available in Navy. See p. 28. Rayon. XXS-XXL $168

B. JUILIANNE DRESS  A stunning design with a 
marvelously retro feel! Tantalizing teal crafted from a lightly 
textured rayon showcasing a plethora of darling details. 
Lovely! Rayon. XXS–XXL $112 

C. CAMILLA DOT DRESS The gorgeous fall 
pinafore you’ve been searching for! With oversized pockets a 
scoop neck and princess seam styling- absolutely delightful! 
Rayon. XXS–XXL $98

D. SYMPHONY BLOUSE   Magnificent color, 
signature fabric, scintillating style. Check, check, check. 
Deep water teal presents a uniquely rich and luxurious 
winter shade. Rayon. XXS–XXL  $108 W1-W2 $118

E. YESTERDAY TEA DRESS Gorgeous dresses can 
emanate a uniquely feminine energy that speaks to a special 
place inside. Lovely moss crepe rayon sweetly fashioned in a 
timeless April style. Rayon.  XXS–XXL  $118

F. NAOMI GIRLS DRESS  Timeless! A classic 
holiday dress in rich, heartwarming garnet. The Naomi 
has all the hallmarks of a treasured heirloom design. 
Breathtakingly beautiful styling showcases stunning 
embroidered net, a delicate bell sleeve, and an artfully 
scalopped hemline. Rayon/Nylon. K $98 G $108 deep hues & mouth watering fabrics

A

C D

F

E
B

W

naomi girls dress  
detail

https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Nouveau-Dress-DRA5388G-Berry/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/ladies-new-arrivals/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. GLORIA DRESS WOW! Color. Artistry. Style. Our 
classic ‘faux wrap’ style is a customer fave that’s fabulously 
flattering and artfully shaped by an asymmetrical hemline. 
Rayon. XXS–XXL  $148

B. ROSE NOUVEAU VELVET THROW 
Sophistication in design is an art form in of itself- to quote 
the women on our design team; “you know it when you see 
it.” The pretty pink blooms of the Rose Nouveau design are 
sublimely set against cool charcoal velvet. Wonderful. 50” 
x 60”.  $149

C. MUGHAL BLOUSE From the classic motif with 
its rich coloration, to the silk weight rayon with a feather 
soft drape, this garment makes a statement about who you 
are and how you feel.  Rayon. XXS–XXL  $118

D. CELESTIAL TEA DRESS Pin Dot print 
on delicious moss crepe rayon. Delicate hand crochet 
embellishment and inverted pleats for a most flattering 
silhouette. Rayon. XXS–XXL  $108   

 E. CELESTIAL DOT TUNIC Artsy, easy, fabulous- 
especially good paired with the Dancing tee as well as our 
black Tapestry leggings. Rayon. XXS–XXL $98

versatility for everyday beauty

A

C D

E

B

https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Gloria-Dress-DRA5377G-Black/ladies-new-arrivals/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Celestial-Tea-Dress-DRA5394G-BlackEcru/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. VIOLA ROSE DRESS A striking prairie dress for fall in an 
impressionistic floral design. Textured pleats, gorgeous lace insets, 
tiered eyelet flounce embellishments. Rayon. XXS–XXL  $118

B. DEZI SHOE Hand painted ombre leather ballerina with 
matching leather flower. Heel height (approximately): 3/4”.  Shown 
right: pink. Sizes 37-41 $109.99

C. ANNALOUISE TUNIC A blousy design fitted with a 
removable cami and a plethora of April details- lace centerpiece, tiny 
pintucks, ladder lace accents- wow! Rayon. XXS–XXL  $112

D. VIOLA ROSE LITTLE GIRLS DRESS  A fun and 
darling holiday dress for your little girl or grand daughter Textured  
pleats, gorgeous lace insets, tiered eyelet flounce embellishments. 
Rayon. B $58 K $68 G $78

E. ANNALOUISE DRESS   40’s inspired styling makes a 
beautiful statement for all manner of lovely occasions. Sweetheart 
neckline, asymmetrical hem, button on belt. Rayon.  Shown with 
Parchelle Shoe, p. 29. XXS–XXL $168

F. VIOLA ROSE TUNIC A breathtakingly beautiful floral 
from the artist’s hand sweetly rendered on our exquisitely drapeful 
rayon. Rayon. XXS-XXL $78

classically April

A
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F

D

viola rose 
little girl dress  

detail

https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/quiet/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. TREE OF LIFE DRESS  A classic gold on gold 
April dress designed and delivered in marvelous, flowing 
rayon with lovely drape. Elegant styling with stunning 
gold thread embellishment. Rayon.  XXS–XXL $128 

B. VIOLET PETAL EARRINGS Created from 
exotic Vermont Applewood to Tropical Purple Heart. 
The wood is treated with Danish Oil to preserve and 
protect its natural color and texture. Ebony and Maple 
Wood with Silver Plated. 0.75” x 1.75” $44

C. FIELDS OF GOLD BLOUSE It’s items like 
this that have strangers asking, “where did you get that?” 
A showcase of feminine style crafted with April’s careful 
attention to detail. Rayon. XXS–XXL $98 W1–W2 $108 

D. FRENCH STRIPE DRESS The French 
Stripe is manifested in a woven chambray that’s almost 
too delightful for words- your skin is going to love this 
lightweight material! Pair with our Tapestry leggings or 
tights for a gorgeous ensemble. Shown with Dancing Tee, 
p 20. Cotton. XXS–XXL $88

E. GABRIEL SHOE French inspired, fashion 
forward two-tone perforated oxford.  Heel Height 
(approximately): 2” stacked,  round toe, hand painted 
leather, durable cotton laces.  Shown with Tapestry 
Legging in Black, p. 41.. Sizes 37-41 $119.99

E.  FRENCH STRIPE TUNIC  A hand loomed 
cotton stripe with a delightful ombre dyed effect. 
Luxuriously long with side seam pockets, shaped hem, 
and an inverted pleat at center back . Cotton. XXS–XXL  
$98 W1-W2 $108

F W

A

GABRIEL SHOE 

harvest golds

C

E

B

complete your look!

violet petal earrings

W

https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/golden-fields/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. SANTA FE SUNSET JACKET   A mesmerizing Southwestern inspired 
design in a feather soft acrylic blend. Beautiful apparel that speaks to the heart.  
Acrylic/Polyester.  XS–XXL $118

B.COWGIRL OVERALLS Who amongst us hasn’t wanted a pair? I have, but 
they never quite worked for me- so I designed my own with the color and feel that 
makes me smile. Cotton/Spandex. Also available in denim. Sizes 27-33 $118

C. VAN-B EARRINGS  Created from exotic Vermont Applewood to Tropical 
Purple Heart. The wood is treated with Danish Oil to preserve and protect its natural 
color and texture. Red Mahogany and Golden Copper. 0.25” X 1.25”  $44

D. LACEY T-SHIRT ‘Go to’ gorgeous for effortless styling with an uncommonly 
feminine flair. The Lacey Tee is crafted in a lightly laundered, slub-shot cotton jersey 
and artfully styled with that extra special April touch- exquisite lace sleeves. Rayon. 
XXS–XXL $48

E. SANTA FE SUNSET HOODY A mesmerizing Southwestern inspired 
design in a feather soft acrylic blend. Beautiful apparel that speaks to the heart.  
Shown with Tapestry Legging in gold p. 41. Acrylic/Polyester. XS–XXL  $118

F. HEIRLOOM JACKET A beautifully textured cotton creation uniquely 
appointed with vintage inspired, circular lace pockets. The Heirloom jacket lives in a 
super soft garment dyed terra-cotta and is highlighted by the oversized coconut shell 
buttons. Cotton. XXS-XXL  $98

G. ROSALIE COVERUP Sublimely embroidered eyelet cotton offers an 
especially lovely texture and drape that’s guaranteed to ‘pretty-up’ every outfit in the 
closet. Shown with Choo Choo Pants in Rust Stripe. Cotton. XXS-XXL  $78

H. DANCING TEE The Dancing Tee is a perfect complement for all your 
skirts, pants, jumpers and so many items in the collection! Rayon. XXS-XXL  $48
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complete your look!

van - b earrings

grey

ecru

indigo

black

ecru

gold

rosalie coverup  
detail

https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/golden-fields/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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it’s all
about 

the layers

A. BRITISH COUSIN DRESS Super soft, yarn dyed cotton in a shape 
that’s practical and comfy! Stuffed puff buttons, darling embroidery, side seam 
pockets. Cotton. XXS–XXL  $128 W1-W2 $138

B. ANTIQUARIAN DRESS  Uncommon craftsmanship meets truly timeless 
design. Garment dyed, embroidered eyelet cotton is the perfect canvas for a piece 
this special. Shown with Tapestry Leggings, p. 41. Cotton. XXS–XXL  $98

C. GYPSY VEST A topper for every color palette. The Gypsy Lace Vest has 
asymmetrically placed embroidered wildflowers in a comfortable cotton jersey 
back with a center pleat. She dresses up everything! Cotton/Nylon. XXS–XXL  $98 
W1-W2 $108 

D. AUTUMN SAMPLER DRESS  Based on a Mori Girl design, this darling 
style incorporates mix and match patchworks and layered elements in a delightfully 
whimsical fashion. Cotton. XXS–XXL $108

E. MINI FINN INLAID COPPER EARRINGS  Created from exotic 
Vermont Applewood to Tropical Purple Heart. The wood is treated with Danish Oil 
to preserve and protect its natural color and texture. Splated Maple with a Copper 
inlay and Silver Plated. 0.75” x 1” $44

W
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complete your look!

mini finn earrings

forest girl fashion 

a japanese sensibility

W

get the mori girl look

https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/British-Cousin-Dress-DRAA5154G-CharcoalCheck/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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Toolie Shoe 
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E

royal blues and lovely hues

W

A

A. FALLING PETALS TEA DRESS  A darling 
design that lives in a silky rayon with the loveliest drape. 
Tenderly styled with a shaped bodice, paneled skirt, 
and self fabric ties for a gorgeous silhouette. Rayon. 
XXS–XXL $98 

B. CLARA BOW CHAPEAU  Très beau! A 
gorgeous turban design made in luxurious cotton velvet. 
The Clara Bow is styled with generous gathers for an 
elegant, full crown. Cotton. One size. $38

C. LONDON PLAID PINAFORE DRESS 
Pip-pip. A distinctly British influenced design reveling 
in all the classic April Cornell details. Princess seam 
shaping in the bodice, light gathers below the wais, and 
contrast ties for a perfect fit. Rayon/Cotton. Shown with 
Dancing T-Shirt in Navy. p. 21. XXS–XXL  $98 

D. TOOLIE SHOE French-inspired, hand-made 
d’orsay, Mary Jane. Detailed in hand-painted and tooled 
leather all on a matching tooled leather-wrapped heel. 
Heel height (approximately): 2 1/2”, platform height 
(approximately): 1/4” Sizes 37-41 $119.99

E. LONDON PLAID BLOUSE A distinctly 
British influence that revels in all the classic April 
Cornell details. Petite pleats on the bodice, exquisite 
lace trims, iridescent carved buttons. Rayon. Shown with 
Vagabond Jeans-online.  XXS–XXL  $88 W1-W2 $98

B

https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Falling-Petals-Tea-Dress-DRA5210G-Navy/london-love/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/london-love/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. JAIPUR TUNIC A stunning assortment of Indian inspired block prints 
composed with natural dyes on our signature cotton. The indigo Jaipur tunic 
also showcases gorgeous embroidery, practical pockets and light gathers for a 
free flowing silhouette. Cotton. XXS–XXL   $98 W1-W2 $108

B. MANDALA TUNIC Sublime indigo jersey set with a North Indian 
inspired motif creates a seamless blend of western comfort and Eastern 
sophistication. Cotton. XXS–XXL   $78

C. MANDALA HOODY Pretty and playful, the Mandala Hoodie 
envisions casual styling with an unexpectedly artful touch with classic April 
details include the crochet ties and attached lace hem. Cotton/Spandex. XXS–
XXL  $88

D. JAIPURI ROSE GIRLS BLOUSE The incomparable richness 
of natural dyes in a darling design composed of our trademark Indian cotton. 
Cotton. K $34 G $44

E. INDIGO VINE LITTLE GIRL BLOUSE The incomparable 
richness of natural dyes in a darling design composed of our trademark Indian 
cotton. Cotton. K $34 G $44

F. CARMINE GIRLS LEGGINGS Adorable and easy, April’s colorful 
leggings transform every outfit in the closet into a visual treat that will have 
your heart smiling.  Cotton. K $28 G $34 

G. MANDALA GIRLS LEGGING A timeless, Indian inspired floral 
offers a perfect complement to pair with this season’s long tunics and relaxed 
cotton blouses.    Cotton. K $28 G $34  

H. JAIPURI ROSE TUNIC I love the vintage feel of this pattern, and the 
flattering shape styled with a crossover neckline and petite gathers to ensure a 
delightful drape.Shown with Tapestry Legging in berry, p. 41. Cotton. XXS–XXL   
$78 W1-W2 $88 

I.  INDIGO VINE JACKET  Natural fibers, natural dyes, and time honored 
traditional techniques. A gorgeous silhouette artfully adorned with a flattering 
asymmetrical lace hem. Shown with Tapestry Legging in indigo, p. 41. Cotton. 
XXS–XXL  $128 W1-W2 $138
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we love our 
natural dyes 

i n d i g o
t u r m e r i c
h i b i s c u s

p o m e g ra n a t e
o c h r e

colors that speak life & artistry
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https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/naturally-beautiful/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. NOUVEAU DRESS  A floating layer of 
feather georgette set atop our trademark floral woven 
rayon jacquard. Pin-tuck stitching on the bodice 
and inverted pleats below the waist for a gorgeous 
silhouette. Also available in Berry, see p12. Rayon. 
XXS–XXL  $168

B. PATIENCE GIRLS DRESS  A darling 
autumn dress made of warm ecru lovingly set with 
verdant greens and breathtaking blues. Cotton. B $38 
K $48 G $58  See p. 42 for size chart.

C. ADELIA DRESS   A fabulous pattern inspired 
by romantic French toiles. Crafted in our signature 
rayon crepe and highlighted by a lace inset modesty 
panel and flutter sleeves.  Rayon/Cotton/Nylon. 
XXS–XXL $118

D. PATIENCE DRESS  Showcasing a 
breathtaking floral from the artist’s hand and sweetly 
rendered on our exquisitely drapeful signature rayon. 
Ruffle trims, patch pockets and pearlized buttons. 
Lovely.  Rayon. XXS–XXL  $128

E. ROSIE WOOL FELT CLOCHE Vintage 
charm Cloche with a sweet rosette detail. Perfectly 
completes any fall outfit. OS $39  

F. PARCHELLE SHOE French inspired, hand 
painted perforated leather d’orsay with a feminine 
scalloped topline. Heel Height (approximately): 2 1/4” 
stacked . Sizes 37-41 $109.99 

A sheer grace

rosie wool felt cloche

C

PARCHELLE SHOE 

B

D

EF

https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/london-love/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. CHINOISERIE VELVET DRESS  The long and lovely Chinoiserie 
Velvet Dress is styled with light gathers and patch pockets and is artfully 
embellished with exquisitely sculpted metal buttons. Cotton. XXS–XXL $138   

B. TAPESTRY T-SHIRT I just love how the tremendous skill of our 
talented artisans is revealed by these vibrant embroideries. They turn a simple 
design into a work of art.  Cotton/Spandex. XXS–XXL $58

C. LONDON PANT Sumptuously soft corduroy in a fabulous wide leg 
design is an unexpected treat to pair with this season’s cotton blouses and tunics.  
Cotton.  XXS–XXL $88   

D. JEWEL VELVET DRESS   Fashioned to shine with a teal toned 
silhouette styled with princess seams, scoop pockets, and an inverted pleat at 
center back. Polyester/Rayon. Shown with Lacey T-Shirt, p. 20. XXS–XXL $98  

E. ARTIST DRESS  The soul of an artist shines in wonderfully unexpected 
ways! Scarlet red, wide wale corduroy artfully embellished on the pockets with 
April’s signature embroidery.  Cotton.  XXS–XXL $108

F. SHANGHAI VELVET JACKET   Astonishing teal velvet in a simple 
form to elevate special occasions into unforgettable memories.   Polyester.  XS–
XXL $98    

it’s time to shine B | CA
D E

F

https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/ladies-new-arrivals/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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A. WINTER PLAID BERET  These original 
designs recall past times fondly, and I hope they 
inspire you when creating your own unforgettable 
moments. Cotton/Rayon.  OS $38

B. WINTER PLAID SHIFT DRESS The 
Winter Plaid Shift dress is fully lined in skin soft 
cotton shantoon. Lightly shaped in the body and sports 
practical patch pockets (cellphone anyone?).  Wool/
Acrylic/Polyester.  XXS–XXL  $128

C. PRAIRIE VELVET BERET As a young 
woman coming of age, in the cultural capital of 
Montreal, I learned that there is nothing more chic 
than an adorable beret to top off an outfit.  Wool/
Acrylic/Polyester. OS  $38

D. PRAIRIE VELVET DRESS Love this life 
affirming pattern offering a verdant bouquet shot with 
rich coppers and white florets. Beautifully balanced 
luxury. Cotton/Rayon.  XXS–XXL $128

E. VICTORIA BLOUSE A veritable treasure 
trove of tantalizing embroidery and translucent lace 
set atop a delicate, detachable camisole. Also available 
in Crimson, see p. 34. Cotton/Rayon. XXS–XXL  $98

F. WINTER PLAID JACKET Classic tartan 
design remains striking and elegant with a rich, warm 
heritage we naturally gravitate towards as cooler 
weather approaches. Wool/Acrylic/Polyester/Silk. 
XXS–XXL  $138 W1-W2 $148 

G. ROBIN PLAID VEST A handkerchief hem 
has a lovely lengthening effect while the flowing drape 
of the plaid, and the beautiful embroidered touches, all 
work together to make something that wears and looks 
wonderful. Rayon. Shown with Dancing Tee in Black, 
p.21. XXS–XXL $98

H. DEZI SHOE Hand painted ombre leather 
ballerina with matching leather flower. Heel height 
(approximately): 3/4”. Shown right: red. Also available 
in Pink and Green.Sizes 37-41 $109.99

I.   RENDEZVOUS VELVET TUNIC Why 
is it that the word for ‘meeting up’ sounds so romantic 
in French? Shimmering black velvet with delectable 
pops of warm hued embroidered florets. Polyester. 
XXS–XXL  $118 W1-W2 $128

F
W

I

W

G

E

Dezi Shoe 

rendezvous velvet 
tunic detail

a joyful heart

A | B C | D E
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A C | B

D

SAMANTHA SHOE 

W

B

W

A. VICTORIA BLOUSE   Ravishingly romantic. 
All the bells and whistles here- a showcase of 
tantalizing embroidery and translucent lace set atop 
a delicate camisole. Also available in Ecru. See p. 32. 
Cotton/Nylon/Rayon. XXS–XXL  $98

B. CORDELIA VELVET PANT A great pair 
of Velvet pants (paired with a lovely blouse) is a 
versatile must have for fall and winter parties- elegant 
and sophisticated with just the right level of luxury. 
Polyester/Cotton. XXS–XXL  $98 W1-W2 $108 

C. CABERNET VELVET JACKET Fabulous 
holiday party? Enchanted evening at the ballet? There’s 
nothing like the unmistakable luxury of sophisticated 
velvet. Polyester. XS–XXL  $128

D. SAMANTHA SHOE This vintage printed, 
velvet lace-up, pointy-toe, Mary-Jane pump 
features a scalloped leather top line, vibrant rainbow 
stitching, and a beautiful ribbon lace. Heel height 
(approximately): 2”,  platform Height (approximately): 
1/4”. Sizes 37-41 $99.99 

E. SCARLETT VELVET DRESS A dress 
with a silky sheen that is almost magical and revels 
in timeless detail with exquisite embroidered 
embellishments. Polyester. XXS–XXL $138

F. OLIVIA CUSHION COVER IN RED 
The culmination of a lifetime devoted to the arts, and 
an unwavering belief in their powerful influence in our 
homes. Cotton. 20” x 20”  $19

G. LILLIAN’S LACE CUSHION Accent 
pieces add a touch of sophistication- and this artful 
array of curated laces proves lovely for every setting. 
Cotton. 18” x 18”  $39

H. HAZEL’S HOLLY EMBROIDERED 
CUSHION The traditions we hold dear inform us 
of where we come from and build a strong foundation 
for the people we are meant to be. The Hazel’s Holly 
Embroidered Collection speaks to our past through 
cherished symbols. Cotton. 14” x 18”  $49

E

crimson dreams

https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/autumns-gift/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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fabulous fall favorites!A

B | C 

dublin cape  
back detail

D

blue
green

W

A. DUBLIN CAPE  Every woman needs a gorgeous cape like the Dublin. It’s 
perfect to throw on when there’s a nip in the air and has a luxe bohemian look we 
crave. Acrylic/Nylon/Wool.  Shown with Mandala T-Shirt-online. One Size.  $188 

B. ROSE MARIE COWL NECK SWEATER A sumptuously soft, 
wonderful knit pattern with an artful design on the cowl neck and at the sides.  
Acrylic/Polyester.  Also available in Frothy Pink. XS–XXL $98

C. CHOO CHOO PANTS Soft yet durable, this flattering ‘engineer stripe’ 
design is about to be your favorite pant for fall! Cotton/Spandex. Sizes 34-35  $98 

D. FERN MARKET BAGS Practical and sweet. This simple market bag is 
enveloped by one of Aprils favorite signature patterns. Durable cotton  styled with 
an inside pocket (of course!). Cotton. $24

E. WANDERER JACKET  Gorgeous silhouette defined by alluring lines and a 
versatile color that’s enhanced by polished coconut shell buttons and a folded pleat 
waistband. Cotton/Rayon. Shown with Vagabond Jean. XXS–XXL $128 W1-W2 
$138 XS–XXL $98 

F. CLARA BOW CHAPEAU  Très beau! A gorgeous turban design made 
in luxurious cotton velvet. The Clara Bow is styled with generous gathers for an 
elegant, full crown. Cotton. One size. $38

G. PRISCILLA’S PAISLEY JACKET A wondrous winter paisley printed 
on luxurious cotton velvet and lined in rayon. Empire waist, box pleats below the 
waist, side seam pockets. Cotton/Rayon.  Shown with Vagabond Jeans online.  XXS–
XXL $178

H. AUTUMN MEADOW HOODY  Beautiful, flattering, simple. Throw 
on our Autumn Meadow hoodie in brown with your favorite jeans or leggings and 
voila- the cute outfit you need! Acrylic/Polyester.  XS–XXL $108

I.  LUELLA SHOE  Contemporary western style leather boot detailed with a 
leather floral applique displaying an antiqued metal rose ornament.  Heel Height 
(approximately): 2”, platform Height (approximately): 1/2” Sizes 37-41 $149.99

Vagabond Jeans  online

a walk in the woods

LOUELLA SHOE

E

F | G

H

I
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A B

C

Georgiana Shoe

hooded cottage jacket  
back detail

D | E

E  | F | G
W

W

complete your look!

nested moon earrings

A. HOODED COTTAGE JACKET  Utterly soft knit 
styled long and open (for a flattering silhouette), with a cute 
little hood for keeping extra cozy warm!  Cotton/Nylon/
Wool. Also available in Rose. Shown with London Plaid blouse 
and Vagabond Jeans. XS–XXL  $178

B. COWGIRL OVERALLS Who amongst us hasn’t 
wanted a pair? I have, but they never quite worked for me- so 
I designed my own with the color and feel that makes me 
smile. Cotton/Spandex. Shown with Carmine T-Shirt.  Sizes 
27-33  $118.

C. GEORGIANA SHOE French-inspired bootie with 
hand-painted leather and metallic printed micro-suede 
featuring its decorative buckle strap and vibrant rainbow 
stitching! Heel height (approximately): 1 1/2”, Platform 
height (approximately): 1/4”. Sizes 37-41  $119.99

D. MORI SHAWL COLLAR SWEATER A wood 
green weave that is delectably soft to the touch. Styled with a 
flattering asymmetrical hem and a wraparound shawl design 
that buttons closed for extra warmth. Also available in Plum.
Acrylic/Polyester. XS-XXL $108

E. FRENCH BERET These original designs recall 
those times fondly, and I hope they inspire you when 
creating your own unforgettable moments. Cotton. One 
size. $38

F. COTTAGE CHIC JACKET Charcoal, enzyme 
washed cotton makes for a great drape and delicious hand 
while the rich embroidery on the hem is signature April.  
Cotton. Shown with Painter’s pant. XXS–XXL $178 W1-W2 
$188

G. PAINTERS PANT I’ve always been drawn to casual 
Painter style pants like these- so cute with a printed tunic. 
Note the cute pockets and zip at the bottom of the leg. Comes 
with your own painter’s kercheif!  Also available in Brown. 
Cotton/Spandex. Sizes 27-33 $98, 34-35 $108. 

H. NESTED MOON EARRINGS Created from 
exotic Vermont Applewood to Tropical Purple Heart. The 
wood is treated with Danish Oil to preserve and protect its 
natural color and texture. Sapele and Golden Copper. Silver 
Plated. 1.75” x 2.5”  $44

H

https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/jackets-outerwear/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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rachelle in chocolate

A. RACHELLE LACE LEGGING  A delicious way to add an extra layer of lace to our much 
loved dresses. Comfortable stretch nylon in colors to complement this seasons collection. Nylon/
Spandex.  XXS–XXL $58

new

rachelle in rose

B. TAPESTRY LEGGING A ‘must have’ for pairing with everything from long tunics to 
cute camis and easy tees! Embellished on the lower leg with a classic April embroidery.  Cotton/
Spandex.  XXS–XXL $58 W1–W2 $68

A

A

kick up your heels!

tapestry in brown

tapestry in black

B W

B W

B W

tapestry in gold

style notes
- your favorite leggings

- unique embroidery 

- the perfect fit

tapestry in black multinew

tapestry mist greynew

tapestry in jadenew

A

B

B

B

https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/skirts/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183


 — APRIL CORNELL ORDER FORM — 

Name

Street

City          State  Zip

Email   

PHONE (REQUIRED)

  ITEM NAME                 SIZE              COLOR                         QTY     PRICE EACH ITEM                           TOTAL

 

PAYMENT METHOD:               American Express    Master Card        VISA                DISCOVER                    CHECK/MONEY ORDER (see below) 
   

 

Account Number                                          

 

*Security #                                        Exp. Date (mm/yy)  
      

/

SIGNATURE FOR ALL CHARGES

I’ve enclosed a check or money order for... 
$____________________ 
No C.O.D. please.

Standard shipping & handling rates: Contiguous United States

Merchandise Total
Delivery In
0–25.00
25.01–50.00
50.01–100.00
100.01–150.00
150.01–200.00
200.01–300.00
300.01-400.00
400.01 or more

*For standard shipping & handling rates to Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico, please visit our website.

Lowest cost via Surepost 
4-9 Business Days
$6.70
$8.70
$12.45
$16.45
$19.45
$22.45
$26.35
FREE

Standard Cost via UPS 
2-6 Business Days
$9.70
$11.70
$15.45
$19.45
$22.45
$25.45
$29.35
$32.35

Two-Day Air
2 Business Days
$21.70
$23.70
$27.45
$31.45
$34.45
$37.35
$41.35
$44.35

Next Day Air
1 Business Day
$26.70
$28.70
$32.45
$36.45
$39.45
$42.35
$46.35
$49.35

*     The 3-digit number is located on the back of the card at the end of the signature line. 
       AMEX 4-digit number is located on the front of the card above the card number. 
**   Add in local taxes if applicable.  

Women’s Plus Size Collection 

Size
Chest
Waist
Hip

18-20/W1
48-50
41-42
50-51 

20-22/W2
52-54
45-46 
54-55

W

* Actual garments measure slightly larger. 
* All sizing based on US sizing & measured in inches. 

        indicates plus size

2
2-3 years
22-24
21.5 or 22.5 
23

3/4
4-5 years
24-26
24.5 or 27 
27.5

5/6
6-7 years
26-28
28 or 30.5 
31

7/8
8-9 years
28-30
32 or 34.5 
35

9/10
10-11 years
30-32
33 or 35.5  
36

11/12
12-13 years
32-34
34 or 36.5 
37

Girls Collection 

Size 
Age 
Chest 
Dress Length 
Petticoats

SHIPPING COST (see chart)

SALES TAX   
(if applicable)

ORDER TOTAL

NEED HELP PLACING AN ORDER? 
 
Online or By Phone Visit us online at www.aprilcornell.com or give 
us a call at 888-332-7745 (Monday – Friday: 8:30am – 9:00pm EDT). 
 

Live Chat Visit us online at www.aprilcornell.com and click the  
live chat button! If we’re not there, you can leave us a message. 
 

By Mail Send this form with personal information including credit card 
information, check or money order to: 

April Cornell 
131 Battery Street 
Burlington, VT 05401

Shipping Details Free shipping on orders over $150. Use code: 
CELEBRATEFALL. Offer expires 11-15 - 2018. Orders ship within 48 
hours of order placement & we cannot guarantee changes once 
submitted. Orders do not ship on Saturday, Sunday or holidays.  

RETURNS & EXCHANGES 
 
Return Policy Merchandise must be returned unused, unwashed, 
and in original condition with tags attached. Please include packing slip/
receipt or order confirmation. If packing slip or order confirmation is not 
available, please provide your name and contact information on a piece 
of paper with your return. If merchandise is damaged or has a quality 
issue, please contact Customer Service at 888-332-7745 before returning. 
Please allow 2-3 weeks to process your return. 
 
Current Seasons Items Current Season merchandise returned 
within 30 days of receipt for a full refund of the purchase price, to the 
original form of payment used. 
 
Exchanges Send item(s) within 30 days of receipt to April Cornell 
Returns, 131 Battery Street, Burlington, VT 05401. Please include the 
bottom portion of the packing slip with the item and indicate the 
item number, description and size (if applicable) of item you would 
like to exchange.

BABIES

Size Baby (B)          Kids (K)         Girls (G)
0-18 mos.        2-6 years         8-12 years

Size
Chest
Waist
Hip

Ladies Collection

6-8/XS
34-36
27-28 
36-37

8-10/S
36-38
29-30 
38-39

10-12/M
38-40
31-32 
40-41

12-14/L
40-42
33-34 
42-43

14-16/XL
42-44
35-36 
44-45

16-18/XXL
44-46
37-38
46-47

2-4/XXS
32-34
25-26 
34-35

Kits include wool roving rosettes in the colors 
pictured, foam block, 2 needles, felt and 
instructions on how to get started.

inspired by April
felting kits

FELTING KITS  Our Crafternoon wool felting collection is an invitation to play in the world of textile 
art and explore your love of craft. Create the perfect arrangement that will never wilt with these inspired 
kits. Roving Rosettes are pure wool, colors may vary.   Medium $26 Large $38

Additional felting accessories can be found online

josephine provence

winter vermont cabin

created by you

** Add 5.5% in ME 
** Add 6.35% in CT
** Add 7% in GA & NC 
** Add 7% in NJ & VT (linens only)
** Add 8.25 in TX
** Add 8.5% in WA
** Add 8.75% in CA & NY
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A. PATIENCE NIGHTY  They say ‘patience is a virtue’- we say Patience is the 
comfiest cotton nighty you will ever own! Lined, full length free form body, 3/4 sleeve and a 
rounded neck trimmed with delicate crochet lace. Also available in Ecru. Cotton. XXS–XXL 
$88 W1-W2 $98

B. BONNIE PLAID NIGHTY Brushed cotton flannel is a surefire tonic to chase 
away a seasonal chill. The Bonnie Plaid nighty has me dreaming of midwinter naps and 
cuddling by the fire with a good book (Agatha Christie perhaps?). Cotton. XXS–XXL $98

C. PENNY PLAID DRESSING GOWN The Penny Plaid combines natural 
cotton comfort and old fashioned elegance in a most delightful way- note the darling 
embroideries on the lapels! Cotton. XS-XXL $118

D. BONNIE PLAID PAJAMA Tasty style elements include petite pleats, crochet 
trims and embroidered buttons with a seasonal motif. Cotton. XS-XXL $98

E. PENNY PLAID NIGHTY The Penny Plaid features a timeless midwinter color 
recipe and is deliciously adorned with April’s signature floral embroidery and delicate 
crochet trims. Cotton. XXS–XXL $98 W1-W2 $108

F. AVONLEA NIGHTY The Avonlea nighty channels old world charm in timeless 
fashion with a collection of petite pleats, gentle gathers, and scintillating mother of pearl 
buttons. Rayon.XXS–XXL $98 W1-W2 $108

G. BETTY AND CLARA FELT MICE Twas the night before Christmas, when all 
through the house not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse;’ Or were they?...  (set of 2)  
4” and 5” $22.

H. NIXIE FELT POLAR BEAR This sadorable polar bear is inspired by nature, 
nostalgic of critters that live in the beautiful Canadian wild. It looks perfect nestled in a 
fresh green Christmas tree!   6” tall $14.                              

                              HOLIDAY PLAQUES

Home is where your heart is, and these heartfelt messages imbue yours with undeniable 
seasonal magic! 

I.  DEAR SANTA CHRISTIMAS PLAQUE 5.25”x 5.25” x1 .25”. Wood. $14

J.  JOY CHRISTMAS PLAQUE 5.5”x 12” x  .75” vertical. Wood. $22.

K. PEACE ON EARTH CHRISTMAS PLAQUE 5.5” x1 2”x  .75” horizontal.  
Wood. $22.

get cozy on christmas morning!

holiday
plaques

also available 
in French!

A B

C

I

J

K

E F

G H

D

W W W
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A. JOYFUL CHRISTMAS LAYERED TABLE  Dress your table like April! Our 
Olivia Antique round table cloth (88”) paired with  our Olivia square tablecloth  in Red 
(54”) create the perfect holiday combination.  This bundle comes with a set of Olivia 
napkins in antique to finish your look. Cotton. $134

B. JOLLY HOLLY LAYERED TABLE Your holiday table will be ready in no time 
with this beautiful festive set! We’ve combined our Jolly Holly tablecloth  (48 “ x 72”) with 
our Merry Tartan print (54” x 54”) and topped it off with a Jolly Holly runner (18” x 90” ) 
and 2 sets of napkins. Done!. Cotton. $148.

C. HOLLY HONEYCOMB TABLECLOTH brant Christmas red, waffle weave 
cotton artfully embellished with a lovely crochet trim. Wonderful. 36 “x 36”  $28  54 “x 
54”  $59

D. MERRY MAKER’S PATCHWORK ADULT APRON Our old fashioned 
aprons are the perfect complement to a joy filled kitchen. Made in durable cotton 
and adorned with our timeless prints- they make a lovely gift for the aspiring and 
accomplished homemaker alike. $44

E. MERRY MAKER’S PATCHWORK KIDS APRON What could be sweeter 
than a matching apron for the little munchkin who loves to bake! Our signature prints 
combine for an adorable style that will translate into cherished memories for years to 
come. $28

F. MERRY MAKER’S PATCHWORK OVEN MITT A colorful complement 
for your kitchen, our quilted oven mitts add just the right spice to enliven a happy home! 
$18

G. MERRY MAKER’S PATCHWORK POTHOLDER SET OF 2 
Transforming the everyday in a special way. Pretty printed potholders for the woman who 
(almost!) has it all. Made in 100% quilted cotton with a complementary fabric trim. $16

perfect for gift giving too!

A. HOUSEWARMING TABLE KITThis kit includes Daydream 
Brunch Cloth (48” x 48”) and 6 cocktail napkins in Autumn, 4 Sun 
Follower Placemats and 4 napkins in Rus, and The Flea Market Dinning 
Cloth (60” x 90”) $186 $58 

B. COUNTRY CHRISTMAS STARTER KIT This kit 
includes the Homespun Christmas Plaid Dinning Cloth (60” x 90”), 4 
Napkins and Apron, Christmas Patchwork Pocket Potholder set and 4 
Quilted Placemats and 4 Essential Napkins in Red. $212 $58 

C. AUTUMN TABLE KIT This kit includes Pumpkin Plaid 
Dinning Cloth (60” x 90” ), 4 Napkins and Apron, 4 Reverie Placemats 
in Antique, Queen’s Court Runner in Chocolate, 4 Harvest Riches 
Patchwork Napkins  $215  $48

D. ELEGANT GIRL KITCHEN KIT This set includes 2 Oven 
Mitts, 2 Potholders, 2 Little Dish Towels and 2 Tea Towels in Queen’s 
Court Black. $83  $28

wow your holiday guests with April’s hand picked favorites
bundled up for an extra special priceyour holiday linens 

are here!
A

B

C
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F
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https://www.aprilcornell.com/prod_detail_list/kitchen-linens-new-arrivals/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183
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jubilee dress  
detail

A. JUBILEE DRESS  Lined, light weight 
cross weave cotton chambray adorned with 
floral sprays, tassels, and a double row of 
contrast piping. Magical.Cotton. XXS–XXL  
$198

B. TAPESTRY LEGGING IN BLACK 
MULTI A ‘must have’ for pairing with 
everything from long tunics to cute camis and 
easy tees! Embellished on the lower leg with 
a classic April embroidery.  Cotton/Spandex.  
XXS–XXL $58 W1–W2 $68

C. SAMANTHA SHOE This vintage 
printed, velvet lace-up, pointy-toe, Mary-Jane 
pump features a scalloped leather top line, 
vibrant rainbow stitching, and a beautiful ribbon 
lace. Heel height approximately 2” Platform 
Height approximately 1/4” Sizes 27-33  $99.99

https://www.aprilcornell.com/product/Jubilee-Dress-DRA5375G-Blue/dresses/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PDFCatalog&utm_campaign=FALL183



